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The tunnel construction process is accompanied by high resource

consumption and non-negligible greenhouse gas emissions. Reducing the

carbon emissions from this process is an issue that should be considered in

the decision-making stage. For tunnel construction using the drill-and-blast

process, selecting a reasonable excavation scheme is a feasible method for

reducing carbon emissions. This paper proposes an evaluation index system

that takes into account the stability of the tunnel construction process and the

reasonable assessment of carbon emission levels. For various scenarios with

different focus on stability requirements, theoretical deductions are used to

filter out the key indicators that should be used as assessment items. For the

determination of carbon emission assessment indicators, this study is guided by

the life cycle theory, and in the determined calculation boundary, the reference

of previous projects and expert opinions are selected as the item source to fill

the unfavorable situation in which the carbon emissions of different excavation

schemes cannot be accurately calculated because of the lack of bills of

quantities in the engineering decision stage. This paper also proposes an

intelligent decision method based on a support vector machine to better

complete the task of calculating and ranking the utility of excavation

schemes to adapt the proposed multi-factor parallel evaluation system.

Finally, the proposed decision indicator system and decision method were

applied to the selection of the excavation scheme in an engineering case, and

reasonable and realistic scoring results were obtained.
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Introduction

The choice of tunnel construction excavation method

based on the drill and blast method determines whether the

tunnel construction can meet the required technical and

economic demands. Different excavation methods have

different engineering effects in different rock conditions

and other realistic situations; the choice of the appropriate

excavation method will have a positive effect on the safety as

well as economic aspects of the project; the current common

method of comparative selection work is based on pure

numerical simulations, or numerical simulations combined

with theoretical calculations, field monitoring, and

experiments are used to compare stability indicators such

as stress distribution and deformation conditions, either

individually or independently of each other: Gong et al.

(2009) used finite element numerical simulation to analyze

vault displacements, surface settlements, intermediate rock

column stresses, and stability of surrounding rock in three

different excavation schemes. Jiang et al. (2012) used dynamic

numerical simulation to sort double drifts method, CD

method and CRD method, and select the best excavation

method from them for the evaluation items of vault

subsidence, horizontal displacement of intermediate rock

column, horizontal displacement of surrounding rock and

variation of plastic zone in surrounding rock. Li et al. (2014)

used finite element numerical simulations to compare and

analyze the feasibility of the CD method and the three-bench

seven-procedure excavation method from the perspectives of

the surrounding rock deformation, stress field changes and

initial support stresses in the corresponding projects. Mou

et al. (2017) compared the bench method, CRD method and

core soil method from the perspectives of arch top settlement,

arch bottom uplift, horizontal convergence and arch internal

force distribution; Jiang et al. (2018) conducted a

comprehensive calculation and comparison from

surrounding rock to support system from the perspectives

of arch top settlement, arch bottom uplift, side wall

convergence, surrounding rock stress, initial support

internal force, and second lining internal force for the CD

method and two types of bench methods, the calculation and

comparison of the three methods are carried out from the

perspective of the surrounding rock to the support system. In

some studies, numerical simulations were combined with field

monitoring and testing and complemented each other to

achieve more comprehensive and realistic analysis results

(Liu and Zhang, 2011; Zhou et al., 2013; Hou et al., 2017).

In addition to the evaluation of independent stability

indicators for the comparison and selection of tunneling

methods, studies related to the selection of methods using

comprehensive evaluation theory or optimization decision

theory also exist (Zhang et al., 2007; Golestanifar et al.,

2011; Bi et al., 2013; Zheng, 2016; Wu et al., 2020; Wu

et al., 2021). But they are basically case-by-case special

applications, none of which is comprehensive and general

evaluation guidelines have not been formed. On the other

hand, most of the evaluation methods used in the traditional

evaluation index system require the calculation of combined

weight coefficients. When the evaluation index system is

complex, an excessively large weight matrix will cause

calculation difficulties, so we can try to propose a

calculation model without weight coefficients to simplify

the evaluation of the scheme under complex indexes. While

the use of intelligent methods for decision making has

emerged in the last 30 years (Sellak et al., 2017; Fu et al.,

2020) and its essence is the adaptive identification and

generation of patterns between decision elements and

decision options, which has the underlying characteristic of

not relying on weights.

At the same time, the traditional process of selecting

engineering solutions is too sparse to consider carbon

emissions, but Miliutenko et al. (2012) point out that the

greenhouse gas emissions caused by tunneling are much larger

than those of other engineering constructions, and under the

trend of increasingly significant attention to carbon emissions by

governments and organizations (Liu et al., 2022; Xia et al., 2022),

research work on the qualitative, quantitative, and control of

carbon emissions in the construction process is gradually being

carried out: Guo et al. (2020) summarized the carbon emission

calculation boundary and existing calculation methods for

tunneling projects; Ahn et al. (2010) conducted a carbon

footprint tracking and quantification study using the direct

carbon emission calculation method for the carbon emissions

of the TBM method portion of the North Edmonton Public

Health Trunk Line Tunnel in Canada; Morris et al. (2016)

conducted a study on the Hong Kong Cross-Harbor Tunnel

project and summarized the set of factors to be considered in the

selection of the method during tunnel construction, including

application demand factors, site geotechnical constraints, length

and section use factors, and ecological and environmental

impacts. These studies provide a basis for further

investigations of carbon emission patterns during tunnel

construction.

In addition to the differences in applicability under different

geological conditions, the environmental impact factors, such as

carbon emission levels, are also very different among the different

methods. Therefore, for future tunnel excavation scheme

selection, it is necessary to introduce reasonable carbon

emission evaluation indicators and integrate them with

traditional indicators, and to adopt more efficient evaluation

criteria and calculationmethods to adapt multi-attribute decision

models with hierarchical relationships. Therefore, an intelligent

evaluation method based on support vector methods, a machine

learning-based approach to pattern recognition and mapping,

was proposed to solve the scheme ranking problem, and feasible

solutions were obtained for selected engineering cases.
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Analysis of stability criteria

Criteria for assessing stability of
surrounding rock

When considering the idealist scheme for the main purpose

of stabilizing the excavation process, the grade and specific nature

of the surrounding rock, as well as other original environmental

factors, are the primary factors in the scheme decision. The

selection of a reasonable evaluation indicator system to

comprehensively, jointly, and effectively assess the mechanical

behavior and deformation of the surrounding rock before and

after excavation using various methods is key to accurately

determining the most appropriate construction scheme.

Due to the existence of the three-dimensional effect of the

excavation face, the rock at the front end of the excavation face

can maintain temporary stability; under the coupling effect of the

bell-shaped constraint along the tunnel axis direction section and

the circular constraint on the plane section perpendicular to the

axis (Sun and Zhu, 1994), the convergence deformation of the

section within a certain distance from the current excavation

palm face is suppressed, in order to describe the effect more

intuitively and accurately, the displacement release coefficient is

introduced, that is, the displacement of point p pointing to

position l on the section of the surrounding rock at horizontal

distance z from the excavation face and the displacement ratio of

the corresponding point at infinity of the coaxial line pointing to

the same parallel position, it is denoted as λl, z, p; The study

observes that the three-dimensional constraint effect no longer

exists after 3 times the tunnel span from the excavation face,

i.e., when l � 3D, at which time the λl, z, p � 1; With the help of

displacement release coefficients, Kielbassa and Duddeck (1991)

transformed the three-dimensional problem of spatial constraint

effects into an axisymmetric stress-strain problem in the two-

dimensional plane, and pointed out that the radial stress σr in the

surrounding rock after excavation is twice the initial hydrostatic

stress before excavation, and that σr is a convergence curve

consistent with the deformation of the longitudinal section, and

that the radial stress in the surrounding rock is balanced by the

stress σ0(z), which is released with the convergence deformation,

and the virtual support force p(z), which is calculated

equivalently as follows:

σ(z) � p(z) + σ0(z) (1)
with the introduction of the displacement release coefficient, the

above equation can be rewritten as

p(z) � [1 − λ(r, z)]σ(z) (2)

where is the distribution of the virtual support force along the

excavation axis at the excavation surface, note [1 − λ(r, z)] as the
virtual support coefficient, combined with the calculation results

of the displacement release coefficient of the full-face method

provided by (Sun and Zhu, 1994), the virtual support force

distribution is shown as follows:

It is not difficult to find from Figure 1 that the maximum

radial convergence deformation occurs at a certain distance from

the excavation face; therefore, in the monitoring and simulation

process, the location of monitoring points or numerical

calculation of the value of the cross-section should be elected

at a distance of more than three times the diameter of the palm

face. Therefore, for the need for a comprehensive and full

assessment, it should be clear that according to the division of

the critical area, the stability of the excavation face, and the radial

stability of the section of the two elements needs to be judged

independently, and the stability of the excavation face is not the

only element of the stability of the excavation process.

The stability of the excavation face can be further discussed,

and the excavation face can be further divided into palm, side

wall, and vault faces. For weak and fractured rocks, the

excavation palm face often cannot hold itself and undergoes

large deformation and fragmentation, and it is necessary to pay

attention to the convergence deformation of the palm face if it is

not clear whether the corresponding work method will cause

serious destabilization problems, such as collapse.

The calculation of the mechanical effect is mainly performed

by numerical simulation based on finite element (Zhao, 2012;

Real et al., 2015; Song et al., 2019), discrete element (Xiang et al.,

2018; Wu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022) or the finite difference

method (El Omari et al., 2021; Zaheri et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022),

The distribution of the plastic zone of the surrounding rocks is

evaluated against the calculation, but most of the cases are limited

to direct comparison, and the reasons for the appearance of the

plastic zone and the influence of the plastic zone on the

calculation results were not analyzed, which sometimes caused

some deviation in the process of evaluating the excavation

FIGURE 1
Virtual support force distribution in tunnel space.
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scheme only by numerical simulation. Criteria for assessing

stratigraphic stability. The stress redistribution caused by

excavation is the main reason for the plastic zone, but the

perturbation of the surrounding rock during excavation can

also cause the plastic zone of the adjacent rock to expand

further, and the existence of cases (Song et al., 2019) can

confirm this. The elastic modulus of the surrounding rock in

the plastic zone is weakened, which requires the selection of the

physical property parameters of the surrounding rock for

simulation work to be more refined, and the modulus of the

disturbed rock body needs to be discounted if the corresponding

plasticity criteria are selected. This simplification can be avoided

if the corresponding plasticity-reduction damage criterion is

selected; otherwise, it can cause considerable differences

between the calculated results and actual effects. It is worth

mentioning that the means of reducing the geotechnical strength

parameters are more commonly used to indirectly discover the

potential structural risks of underground works; this reduction is

also desirable in the simulation process of direct demonstration

of tunnel construction flows or final results.

During tunnel excavation, the elastic modulus, cohesion, and

shear angle of the surrounding rock in the plastic zone change to

some extent (Zhang et al., 2016), but given that changes in

different parameters have different effects on the deformation

of the tunnel in each zone, that is, they have different sensitivities

to the results, it is not necessary to focus on all material parameter

changes. According to relevant studies (Huang et al., 2008; Wang

and Chen, 2012), the sensitivity of the elastic modulus to

convergence deformation and settlement is higher than that of

cohesion, shear angle, and Poisson’s ratio, and it is feasible to

correct the elastic modulus only for the plastic zone. There are

two common ways to describe the elastic modulus variation in

the plastic zone: pressure-dependent elastic modulus (PDM),

which considers the change in the elastic modulus of the plastic

part of the surrounding rock to be based on the hydrostatic

pressure σ3, and radius-dependent elastic modulus (RDM),

which considers the change in elastic modulus to be based on

the radial distance r.

Because both the stress redistribution in the surrounding

rock and the disturbance during excavation are closely related to

the distance, and σ3 near the tunnel is essentially a function of r,

the pressure-dependent elastic modulus can also be regarded as a

special form of the radius-dependent elastic modulus; therefore,

the model derived from the radius-dependent elastic modulus

expresses the progressive change in the elastic modulus of the

surrounding rock more universally from the theoretical level to

the practical application scenario level, considering the

expression for the elastic modulus proposed by Ewy and Cook

(1990) as an example:

E(r) � Er(r/ri)n, n � lg(Ei/Er)
lg(R/ri) (3)

where E refers to elastic modulus of surrounding rock, Er is the

value of E(r) when r � ri (ri is the distance between from the

central point of the cross-section to the tunnel’s free face), that is,

the elastic modulus on the tunnel’s free face along the axis ri; and

R is the distance from the tunnel axis to the interface of the

elastic-plastic zone.

The distribution of the annular elastic-plastic zone of the

surrounding rock is as follows:

For the above equation, assume that n < 0, that is, the elastic

modulus inside the plastic zone is smaller than the elastic

modulus of the free face, and then substitute the calculation

will come to the opposite conclusion, which means n ≥ 0 is

correct, and further it is not difficult to find that if n > 0, the

elastic modulus of the plastic zone is constantly smaller than the

elastic modulus of the interface of the elastic-plastic zone, and

reach the minimum and maximum value in the free face and the

FIGURE 2
Elastic modulus distribution of the annular elastic-plastic zone of the surrounding rock in excavated tunnel.
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interface of the elastic-plastic region, respectively (As shown in

Figure 2); According to the above rules, in the process of

numerical simulation, the criteria of discounting the material

parameters into the plastic deformation stage should be

introduced as much as possible, and if the applicable

constitutive model cannot be introduced, the equivalent elastic

modulus change in the plastic zone should be considered to be

directly discounted, and when the shape of the section is more

regular, the above expression of elastic modulus can be

introduced to calculate directly, and those cases with situ

sampling or real-time monitoring conditions can collect

samples and data to make combinational correction. It can be

seen that the plastic zone, as an indicator to be considered in the

process of scheme comparison, is not only for direct comparison,

but also for the excavation schemes with large disturbances of the

surrounding rock, and the analysis of the area of the plastic zone

of the section and the evolution process with the flows can be

more intuitive and clearer for analyzing the final impact of the

disturbance.

When it comes to the specific excavation scheme selection,

for the judgement criteria of the surrounding rock deformation,

the most used indicator is the vault settlement (Liu and Zhang,

2011; Hou et al., 2017), followed by the arch foot or other free

convergence deformation. There are also some engineering cases

(Gong et al., 2009) because of the special nature of the rock that

needs to investigate the longitudinal displacement of the arch

foot or arch bottom and to be adjusted in time, and the

calculation and investigation of the surrounding rock stress

mainly rely on stress nephograms, especially in cases with

special structures Sun as the center columns.

In summary, when considering the judgement criteria for

evaluating the applicability of each excavation scheme in terms

of rock stability, it is possible to consider the selection of

indicators, such as vault settlement, arch foot settlement, or

other parts of the headroom convergence, plastic zone, and

stress nephograms.

Criteria for assessing the surface
settlement

For shallow buried tunnels built in urban areas, there is less

tolerance for ground settlement caused by their engineering

behavior because they are often adjacent to a large number of

buildings and other infrastructure, and it is necessary to establish

and refine the evaluation indicators of alternative excavation

methods based on the examination of the causes of ground

settlement. The main methods for the quantitative assessment

of ground deformation caused by underground excavation are

the Peck method and stochastic medium method (SMM).

The Peck method was first proposed by Peck (1969) based on

the analysis of a large amount of actual measurement data, and it

has been refined by other scholars since then, and eventually the

modified peck equation for urban underground tunnelling

emerged, as well as the analysis of the process mechanism

corresponding to the equation (Rankin, 1988), which is a

near-complete answer to the question of the characteristics of

the Peck method, and how to tailor it to fit with different

geotechnical conditions.

While the stochastic medium method (SMM) was first

proposed by Litwiniszyn (1958), which were first applied in

mining engineering and then extended to the analysis of

engineering problems in urban underground space

construction (Han and Li, 2007). Together with the Peck

method, they have become two common methods for the

study of surface settlement patterns. The evolution and

control factors of ground settlement and surface

deformation induced by tunnel excavation were analyzed by

deriving their unified forms and comparing their similarities

and differences.

The modified Peck method (Rankin, 1988), which is widely

used today, describes the ground settlement trough cross-section

as a normally distributed curve, and the model expression is:

S(x) � S max exp[ − ( x�
2

√
i
)2] (4)

where S max is the global maximum settlement at the position of

the central axis of the tunnel section and i is the horizontal

projection distance from the central axis to the point of inversion

of the fitted normal distribution curve. If the stratigraphic loss

rate used to assess the difference between the excavated soil

volume and the structure space volume is introduced, the above

equation can be rewritten as

S(x) � AVl���
2π

√
i
exp[ − ( x�

2
√

i
)2] (5)

where Vl is the stratigraphic loss rate, A is the ratio of the

settlement trough cross-section to the design cross-section of the

underground space structure within a linear metre, and AVl is

the area lost per linear metre of the underground space structure

cross-section.

Stochastic medium theory considers that the process of

ground subsidence and displacement caused by the excavation

of underground space is the superposition of the subsidence

effect of the excavation of infinite micro-units. The complexity of

geotechnical parameters and mechanical behavior makes micro-

unit a “stochastic medium,” so the settlement performs a random

nature and takes a micro-unit analysis; when it is in a state of

unconsolidated undrained and complete collapse, the

longitudinal displacement of any point on the upper surface

plane is:

Se(x) � 1
r(z) exp[ − π( x

r(z))2]dξdη (6)

The integral equation of it is as follows:
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S(x) � ∫∫
Ω−ω

1
r(z) exp[ − π( x

r(z))2]dξdη (7)

where r(z) is the major influence radius of the micro-unit in the

plane of depth z after the excavation.

Generally, it is considered that the major influence area of the

settlement trough is a funnel shape centered on the tunnel, and

the expression of the major influence area of the settlement

trough (Knothe, 1957) is as follows:

r(z) � z/ tan β (8)

where β is the main influence angle of the upper

surrounding rock.

In accordance with the full radial convergence form of the

tunnel proposed by Han and Li (2007), for integration over the

collapsed area, the surface settlement expression can be

derived as

S(x) � ∫∫
Ω−ω

tan β

η
exp[ − π tan 2β

η2
(x − ξ)2]dξdη (9)

By definition, Eq. 5 is the integral of the fully collapsed micro

units in the fully convergent collapsed region, and Eq. 5 can be

rewritten as

S(x) � ∫∫
Ω−ω

1���
2π

√
i
exp[ − ( x�

2
√

i
)2]dξdη (10)

Comparing Eq. 7, it is easy to find that the two forms are

unified when there exists

r(z) � ���
2π

√
i (11)

When the excavation section scale is much smaller than the

burial depth, the calculation results are consistent if both adopt

the same assumption of normally distributed curved section

settlement troughs. The transformation of i and r can be

achieved using Eq. 11 under the premise that the settlement

trough widths are equal, whereas the calculation of i widely uses

the linear empirical expression can be shown as follows (O’Reilly

and New, 1982):

i � Kz0 (12)

FIGURE 3
GRC curves for two different stable state of tunnel excavated
section.

FIGURE 4
Calculation boundary of carbon emission in tunnel construction process.
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z0 is the burial depth of the axis of the underground structure and

K is the coefficient of the width of the settlement trough.

When the tunnel burial depth is shallow, the excavation scale

is not negligible compared with the burial depth, and when the

superposition of Gaussian curves of surface settlement caused by

collapsing microunits does not fully comply with the normal

distribution, the Ω − ω area directly determines the surface

settlement pattern, which is generally equivalent to the area of

the plastic zone of the section after excavation, which is also in

line with the logic that controlling plastic deformation is an

effective way to inhibit the expansion of the overall deformation

(Wang and Zhang, 1998). In addition, the theoretical expression

of the stochastic medium introducing the section convergence

radius ΔR can also be considered as the equivalent physical

quantity of AVl in the Peck method equation, which can also be

divided into a uniform convergence mode with average ΔR
components and a non-uniform convergence mode with

different components according to whether the radial

convergence is uniform. This also provides an idea for the

selection of monitoring indicators to measure surface

settlement; when surface deformation cannot be directly and

effectively, the development of surface settlement can be

indirectly predicted by the radial convergence deformation of

the tunnel.

When it is necessary to focus on the influence of different

excavation schemes on ground settlement, the observed or

simulated value of ground settlement can be selected as the

primary indicator, and the maximum plastic zone of the

surrounding rock, amount of arch settlement, and amount

of free convergence represented by the arch foot convergence

as key indicators, as auxiliary reference items for direct

calculation results to strengthen the reliability of the

demonstration.

Criteria for assessing the stability of
support

Rock pressure is the pressure directly acting on the support

structure system caused by the deformation of the surrounding

rock and is the main source of load for the support system. The

deformation pressure is the main and most common form of

pressure, which refers to the internal force of the support and the

contact stress between the supports caused by the deformation of

the surrounding rock. When the buried depth of the tunnel is

shallow, it is difficult for the surrounding rock to form a complete

pressure arch, and the pressure acting on the structure is

approximately linearly distributed according to the buried

depth. When the buried depth reaches the depth at which the

surrounding rock forms a complete pressure arch, the pressure

acting on the tunnel structure only comes from the surrounding

rock, which is called deep burial. The lack of a pressure arch and

uneven pressure distribution are the fundamental reasons for the

design of temporary and permanent support for shallow and ultra-

shallow buried tunnels, which is much more difficult than for deep

buried tunnels because the support systems at this point not only

need to directly share the extra active load, which is offset by the

original arch effect in deep buried zones, but also to offset themore

significant induced ground settlement than in the deep buried area;

therefore, it is necessary to establish an evaluation indicator system

for support stability based on relevant theories and existing work

for shallow or ultra-shallow buried tunnels.

FIGURE 5
Carbon emission proportion of differentmaterials and energy
used in tunnel construction.

FIGURE 6
Carbon emission proportion in different procedure in tunnel
construction.
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Under the guidance of the New Austrian Tunneling Method

(NATM) concept developed on the basis of the continuous

medium theory, the elastic resistance of the support plays an

important role in limiting the further development of the

surrounding rock deformation. Therefore, discussing the

coupling effect between the support and the surrounding

rock is a reasonable way to make a reasonable selection and

ranking of the evaluation indicators involving the stability of

the support system. The convergence-confinement method is

commonly used for the stability analysis of tunnel rock-support

coupling systems (Paraskevopoulou and Diederichs, 2018). The

idea is to examine the convergence curves of the rock and

support at the same scale and analyze the state when they reach

the same value of convergence steady state, and to consider the

support and rock as a stable joint system rather than as

individual isolated load-bearing elements. In the process of

the convergence-confinement method, it is particularly useful

to use the surrounding ground reaction curve (GRC), support

characteristic curve (SCC), and longitudinal deformation curve

(LDP), of which the first two are the curves describing the

relationship between stress and displacement of each medium,

respectively, and the latter is the curve describing the distance

between the section deformation and excavation surface. All

three considered the mechanical and geometric properties of

different rock masses in different engineering environments

during the time scale excavation process. Under the assumption

that the deformation of the surrounding rock eventually

converges, the GRC will intersect the horizontal coordinate,

that is, the radial stress is zero (as shown by the black curve in

Figure 3), which means that the surrounding rock can

eventually stabilize itself after releasing sufficient

deformation, even if no support is provided. However, in the

case of shallow buried tunnels, where the strength of the

surrounding rock is extremely weak and the self-gravity of

the plastic zone is extremely pronounced, the curve will show an

upward trend (as shown by the red curve in Figure 3),

indicating that the application of support is essential from

the point of view of maintaining the tunnel section. In most

cases, the purpose of the support system is to limit the

development of radial convergence of the surrounding rock

by artificially creating a new pressure-deformation state. It can

be further seen that the stiffness of the support is designed to

cope with the surrounding rock pressure, and the joint GRC-

SCC curves show that with the development of convergence

deformation, the surrounding rock pressure will be reduced

appropriately, and in its place is the question of whether the

development of the surrounding rock deformation can meet the

design requirements. Therefore, the assessment of the support

can be transformed into the assessment of the pressure and

deformation state of the surrounding rock support system when

it reaches the steady state by relying on the convergence

confinement method curves, which correspond to the stress

and deformation of the surrounding rock in the process of

selecting different excavation methods.

For tunnel structures with secondary lining or composite

linings, the scheme assessment of the final state often ignores the

initial support and only considers the global support role of the

secondary lining, resulting in the calculated values of the

surrounding rock pressure acting on the secondary lining

being greater than the support pressures of the secondary

lining, and the results tend to be conservative (Tang, 2009),

thus only through the internal stress of the secondary lining to

assess the impact of different methods on the final stability of the

FIGURE 7
The input source of SUM-MAUT model used in the
excavation scheme evaluation tasks.

FIGURE 8
Flow of SVM MAUT.
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TABLE 1 Comparisons of 7 main machine learning algorithms used in regression tasks.

Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s) Accuracy Robustness Sensitivity
to
missing
values

Linear
regression

Simple and intuitive No non-linearity and particularly sensitive to
outliers

Modest Low High

Polynomial
regression

No normalization required; high
interpretability

Computational complexity is high Modest Relatively high High

Artificial nerual
network

Generalized and non-linear; theoretically fit all
pattern recognition problems

Tendency for high variance and overfitting; bad
interpretability; gradient disappearance and
gradient explosion

High Modest Low

Decision tree
(CART)

Good interpretability Easy to over-fit; difficult to adapt to complex
structural relationships

Modest Modest Low

LASSO
regression

Suitable for cases where the feature dimension
is much higher than the number of samples

Highly sensitive to noise High Relatively low High

Support vector
machine

High generalization ability; maintain good
results when feature dimension is larger than
the sample size

Too much computation on large sample data sets High Relatively high High

Ridge regression Suitable for models where features are highly
correlated with each other

Because of the nature of regularization,
performance is considered inferior to that of
LASSO

Modest Modest High

FIGURE 9
Evaluation index system used in this case.
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support is feasible; however, to assess the stability of the support

during the current method, it is inevitably necessary to discuss

the internal stress and deformation before and after the closure of

the support.

In the support and lining system, shotcrete, cast-in-place

concrete, and steel arches are continuous units that fit well to

the tunnel section, whereas anchor rods are relatively individual

units that are discrete in the joint support system. The main

indicator factor for measuring the stability of anchor rods is the

axial tensile force, which can bemeasured by numerical simulation

or sensors such as anchor rod axial force meters in the field and

laboratory (Li et al., 2018), Based on this, the anchor rod stress

diagram of the test section can be generated to determine whether

the anchor rods as significant support members maintain a high

degree of cooperation with the mechanical process of the rest of

the support system under the current excavation scheme, thus

achieving a common support effect.

Carbon emission indicator selection
and quantification

Quantification of carbon emission under
life cycle theory

The process of quantifying carbon emissions is an effective

combination of the currently existing carbon footprint tracing

and carbon emission calculation processes; the former aims to

clarify the latter calculation boundary, and the latter

accumulates the carbon emission effects of each node

marked by the former tracing based on available

information (e.g., bill of quantities); however, there are two

main problems in assessing the differences in carbon

generation between each excavation scheme: 1) Most

scheme evaluation stages do not have clear and detailed

lists of the corresponding projects, so it is impossible to

carry out accurate carbon emission calculation; 2) The

calculated carbon generation under different calculation

boundaries is different, and different standards may even

produce different horizontal comparison results for

alternative excavation schemes. For the first problem, the

reference values can be obtained by investigating the

calculation results of existing projects and adding some key

indicators for reference correction; thus, the problem can be

transformed into statistics of carbon emission data of different

excavation methods and determination of the remaining

evaluation indicators. For the latter problem, it is

necessary to determine a broad-spectrum estimation model

under a strong envelope framework to adapt to

the application of engineering cases with actual situation

changes.

Carbon emissions in the strict definition are the general

terms for greenhouse gases (methane, nitrogen oxides, sulfur

hexafluoride, HFCs, etc., including carbon dioxide) produced in

the engineering process, all of which are converted into carbon

dioxide equivalent values CO2eq uniformly according to their

contribution to the greenhouse effect, which is the carbon

emissions in a broad sense.

In the tunnel construction process, the most direct source of

carbon emissions is the carbon oxides and nitrogen oxides

generated by the operation of the fuel machinery, excluding

the carbon generated by the energy consumption of the

machinery. The emissions generated by the production and

transportation of various engineering materials and energy

sources have a considerable impact on the environment, even

in terms of emissions far beyond the direct application phase

TABLE 2 Learning samples of each indicator and utility scores based on previous engineering case.

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 Euti

10 6.67 6.67 6.67 10 8.97 7.40 5.65 3.46 6 8 4 0.60

8.69 10 10 10 6.89 6.98 9.16 5.65 10 8 8 6 0.40

8.06 8.33 8.33 8.33 6.38 10 10 10 2.31 6 6 4 0.65

10 10 10 10 10 10 9.71 5.65 5.46 6 8 8 0.40

7.34 7.94 7.94 7.94 6.10 6.54 10 10 5.46 6 6 4 0.60

8.02 9.92 9.92 9.92 9.01 7.78 9.44 2.88 10 6 8 8 0.80

10 10 10 10 10 6 10 10 4.20 10 8 8 0.10

5.40 7.66 5.79 6.14 5 6 9.17 10 10 8 6 6 0.70

3 3.73 3.36 1.32 2.35 4 4.56 10 6.62 6 6 4 0.95

TABLE 3 Reference values of average concrete and steel consumption
per linear meter for different excavation schemes.

Type Concrete (m3) Steel (Kg)

CD 10.19 692.83

CRD 24.27 391.55

Excavation scheme Both side drifts 16.07 831.78

Two benches 5.56 345.71

Three benches 4.32 140.83

Core soil 3.72 123.11
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(Chen, 2017); Furthermore, when examining the tunnel

construction process, the excavation and support (including

over-support and rock support) and lining construction will

involve large amounts of concrete and steel components

(anchors, steel arches, etc.,), and the input of consumables in

subsequent drainage prevention works, roadbed pavement

works, and ventilation and lighting works is also a non-

negligible factor, but only for the excavation scheme selection

phase of tunnel construction, its consideration needs not be

extended to the stage after the main body of the tunnel is formed,

so the calculation boundary is shown in Figure 4.

Using this calculation boundary as the guide, a preliminary

quantification of the key nodes of carbon emissions for the entire

process of tunnel construction is discussed in conjunction with

existing engineering cases (Guo et al., 2019): the tunnel in this case

is located in Sichuan Province, China, which is a double-bore

highway tunnel with four lanes, combining the designs and survey

in the pre-construction stage mentioned in the corresponding

literature, other organizational process assets and information

provided by the upstream supply chain, as well as combining

the IPCC, CLCD database, Chinese national official data, etc., the

process of production and transportation of engineering

consumables and energy transportation are converted into

carbon emission equivalents, and the emissions of various types

of energy and materials (Guo et al., 2020) are obtained, based on

which the contribution of different processes and different

materials and energy sources to the carbon emissions of the

whole process are as Figures 5, 6 show.

As can be seen from the figures, the initial support work and

the secondary lining (i.e., molded lining) work contribute the most

carbon emissions in the construction implementation (27.53% and

25.59%). From the perspective of energy and materials, concrete

accounts for 60.49% of global emissions and steel accounts for

17.46% of global emissions, which shows that carbon emissions

from support work is an absolutely non-negligible factor under the

guidance of the life cycle theory, which provides guidance for the

addition of carbon emission assessment indicators. For example,

although the single-side drift method and both side drift methods

are both benching excavation methods with side drift (s), their

support workloads are significantly different, so it is obvious that

the carbon emission values of the two methods are not equivalent

under the same objective conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to

introduce the support construction workload as an indicator to

participate in the measurement of carbon emission indicators and

to make a reference comparison table according to the bill of

quantities of the existing works for the comparison of subsequent

methods.

As the mechanization level of tunnel drilling and blasting

construction processes has been increasing in recent decades, the

contribution of electricity to carbon emissions in terms of energy

consumption is as high as 17.46%, which ismuch higher than that of

diesel (4.60%). The calculation of carbon emissions caused by

mechanization can give priority to electricity consumption to be

considered, so electricity consumption can be used as a

supplementary indicator to evaluate the carbon emissions for

different schemes.

The mean values of carbon emissions under different

excavation scheme series have been presented in the relevant

literature (Guo et al., 2020), based on which other data sources

(Yang, 2003; Zheng, 2016; Chen et al., 2020) were incorporated to

derive more comprehensive statistics on the scale as shown in

Table 1.

On this basis, further research is conducted to summarize the

reference values of the average amount of concrete and steel

consumption per linear meter for more specific common

excavation methods such as the center diagram method,

center cross diagram method, and both-side drift methods.

The results are as Table 2 shows.

TABLE 4 Scoring results of each excavation scheme in this case.

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 Euti

A1 8.99 8.73 7.40 9.89 10 8.08 10 5.65 2.30 6 6 6 0.5552

A2 7.96 7.73 9.12 8.37 9.82 8.14 8.09 10 4.20 7 8 6 0.4564

A3 7.68 7.82 10 8.18 9.81 10 7.97 10 10 6 8 7 0.5881

A4 10 10 7.42 10 9.15 10 6.32 10 6.62 8 9 8 0.3099

TABLE 5 Comparison of the effectiveness of training results under five regression models.

Regression RMSE R-squared MSE MAE

Linear 0.19561 0.50 0.038264 0.15569

Quadratic 0.183 0.57 0.033491 0.15149

Cubic 0.18272 0.57 0.033385 0.14817

Fine Gauss 0.28073 −0.02 0.07881 0.22409

Coarse Gauss 0.25611 0.15 0.065592 0.20738
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The above tables provide a reference basis for the decision-

making stage of excavation methods in the absence of a detailed bill

of quantities, and the integration of expert scoring to assess the gap

between each excavation method on each project is also needed,

because the same excavation method in the application process

inevitably performs differently for various engineering conditions;

the introduction of expert scoring is a way to inhibit the emergence

of this unfavorable situation, which will be discussed further in

subsequent sections.

Comprehensive evaluation indicator
system for carbon emission

According to the results of the above discussion, in the absence

of the bill of quantities, the following carbon emission evaluation

indicators proposed for different tunnel excavation schemes are

listed: average value of total emissions in previous cases, reference

value of concrete consumption in previous cases, reference value of

steel consumption in previous cases, expert scoring value of total

emissions in the current method, expert scoring value of concrete

consumption in the current method, and expert scoring value of

steel consumption in the current method.

When the quantification of all alternative excavation schemes is

completed and the bill of quantities is clear, the evaluation indicators

are the value of total emissions of eachmethod, the reference value of

concrete consumption in previous cases, the reference value of steel

consumption in previous cases, the consumption of concrete in the

currentmethod, the consumption of steel in the currentmethod, and

the carbon emission equivalent of electricity in the current method.

Full comprehensive evaluation index
system with carbon emission
indicators

Summarizing the previous, all indicators in attribute layer are

now unified into a parallel relationship to realize that different

attributes can be flexibly combined to adapt to different realistic

requirements, and the recommended evaluation indicator

systems are given as follows.

Evaluation index system with stability of
surrounding rock as control factor

The indicator variables that must be included in the

evaluation indicator system are vault settlement

(monitoring and numerical simulation), at least one free

convergence value represented by the arch foot (monitoring

and numerical simulation), maximum principal stress

(numerical simulation), and area (ratio) of the plastic zone

(numerical simulation).

The system indicator variables selected according to the

actual engineering cases are soffit deformation (monitoring,

numerical simulation), vertical displacement associated with

TABLE 6 Numerical simulation results of tunnel section in alternative excavation scheme.

Item Bench (A1) CD (A2) CRD (A3) Both
side drifts (A4)

Vault settlement (cm) 0.695 0.615 0.594 0.773

Spandrel displacement (cm) 1.226 1.086 1.099 1.405

Sidewall displacement (cm) 0.745 0.689 0.747 1.098

Arch foot displacement (cm) 0.637 0.539 0.527 0.998

Soffit displacement (cm) 0.450 0.315 0.304 0.399

Maximum stress of support (Mpa) 3.309 2.543 2.254 2.345

Ratio of plastic zone 39.2% 39.5% 48.5% 48.5%

TABLE 7 Summary of the average carbon emission equivalent values
for different excavation schemes (series).

Type Sample
value

Mean of
CO2eq

Standard
deviation

Excavation
scheme (Series)

Full
face

6 6.74 1.19

Bench 15 15.67 8.01

Core
soil

3 7.99 0.69

Drift(s) 31 27.73 11.06

TABLE 8 Linguistic terms used in proposed model.

Value Definition

1 Extremely small

3 Relatively small

5 Normal

7 Relatively large

9 Extremely large

2,4,6,8 Compromise interpolation
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the free convergence represented by the arch foot (monitoring

and numerical simulation), displacement at the bench

intersection (monitoring, numerical simulation), and

convergence displacement of the palm face (monitoring and

numerical simulation).

Evaluation index system with ground
settlement as control factor

The variables that must be included in the evaluation

indicator system are the maximum surface settlement

(monitoring, numerical simulation), vault settlement

(monitoring, numerical simulation), at least one pair of

vertical displacements represented by the arch foot

(monitoring, numerical simulation), and plastic zone area

(ratio) (numerical simulation).

The system variables selected according to the actual

engineering cases are soffit deformation (monitoring,

numerical simulation) and displacement at bench intersection

(monitoring and numerical simulation).

Evaluation index system with support
stability as control factor

The variables that must be included in the evaluation

indicator system are the deformation of the surrounding rock

at the vault (monitoring and numerical simulation), at least one

pair of free convergence values of the surrounding rock

represented by the foot arch (monitoring and numerical

simulation), the area (ratio) of the plastic zone (numerical

simulation), the maximum bending moment/tension of the

closed initial support (numerical simulation), and the final

lining stress (numerical simulation).

Based on the actual engineering situation, the following system

variables were selected: elevation deformation of arch foot (monitoring,

numerical simulation), vertical displacement associated with support

prograde convergence represented by arch foot (monitoring and

numerical simulation), surrounding rock displacement at bench

intersection (monitoring, numerical simulation), anchor tension

(monitoring, numerical simulation), maximum bending moment/

tension of steel arch (numerical simulation), and other inter-media

forces (monitoring and numerical simulation).

Multi-objective portfolio evaluation index
system

Scheme decisions in practical cases may need to take into

account a variety of stability factors at the same time, so it is

necessary to re-add or organize the evaluation indicator system,

but must be included in the evaluation indicator system are: vault

settlement (monitoring, numerical simulation), at least a pair of

free convergence values (monitoring, numerical simulation),

plastic zone area (ratio) (numerical simulation), at least one

medium of stress or internal force distribution (monitoring,

numerical simulation).

Additional measurement and evaluation items should be

added according to the other requirements in the design plan.

Intelligent decision-making method

Defects of traditional evaluation methods

Among the available comprehensive evaluation models, the

most commonly used to select excavation schemes in tunnel

engineering are the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) (Li et al.,

2019), TOPSIS, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, and other

evaluation methods with weight coefficients.

Using the optimal excavation scheme selection of Xiaozhai

tunnel using the AHP method (Zheng, 2016) as an example, it

clarifies the target layer, program layer, and criterion layer objects

after arguing the actual aspects of the project, establishes the

judgment analysis matrix on this basis, transforms the priorities

of all qualitative indicators into a quantitative matrix in the process

of pairwise comparison with the help of linguist terms (Table 3),

performs a consistency test, generates the sorting results under each

criterion, and obtains the final selection results. Although there are

only five evaluation criteria and four evaluation schemes, the

computational process to be followed is slightly tedious, and the

four judgment analysis matrices need to be tested sequentially in the

consistency test. Once any direction (criterion or alternative

program) is extended or both are extended at the same time, the

computational expense increases significantly and the matrix

consistency is more difficult to guarantee strictly; meanwhile, the

process cannot be simplified.

Although the TOPSIS method has fewer subjective factors

than the AHP, the entropy weight method, which is the main basis

for the calculation of weight coefficients, requires sufficient

experimental data to support, which increases the difficulty of

practical application. In the study of the optimal excavation

method for the southern limb of the access line of

Tiantongyuan Station of Beijing Metro Line 17 (Wu et al.,

2020), engineers relied on in situ section testing and set up

16 orthogonal tests to derive four evaluation indicator weights,

which caused a certain amount of time and resource consumption.

To address the shortcomings of the above evaluation

methods, the following improvement requirements were

proposed and used as a basis to explore a comprehensive

evaluation method based on machine learning techniques:

1) It can directly, conveniently and effectively combine experts’

engineering experience with numerical simulation and field

measurement results;
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2) It has relatively fixed evaluation pattern without tedious

weight computation;

3) It has good scalability;

4) It has good programmability and executability in computing

equipment.

Initial idea is to turn the evaluation problem into the

quantifiable regression problem. There are many existing

machine learning algorithms available for regression tasks, but

different mechanisms imply differences in the applicability of the

algorithms to specific problems. We conducted comparisons of

the available algorithms, and the ensemble learning algorithms

were not considered due to performance overflow. Seven

mainstream algorithms were finally selected, and the results of

the comparison are as Table 4 shows.

Considering that the proposed evaluation system is a mixture of

independent attributes (stable and non-stable factors) and

correlated attributes (e.g., surface settlement and convergences),

it is clear that both LASSO and ridge regression algorithms are not

applicable to the evaluation task proposed in this paper. Only the

CART algorithm among decision tree algorithms is competent for

the regression task, and the pruning in the process implies

particularly tedious computation, especially when the hierarchical

relationships are complex (i.e., when there are many decision

attributes). Artificial neural network method has been applied in

existing study (Ghasemi and Asgharizadeh, 2014) and exposed the

problem of fluctuating prediction results due to overfitting, so there

is still a need for enhancement. For linear regression and polynomial

regression, both are prone to the extremes of overfitting and

underfitting, and are too sensitive to noisy samples.

Although the support vector machine method has some

drawbacks, such as low tolerance for missing values and too

much computation on large sample data sets, it is worth noting

that based on the evaluation index system, the sample size we

build cannot be too high and all the missing key indicators should

be re-simulated to ensure the quality of the index data, so the

support vector machine is worth being considered as the

computational module.

Support vector machine evaluation
method with utility function

The excavation scheme selection problem belongs to the multi

attribution decision making (MADM) problem, which can be

solved by coupling the support vector machine with the utility

function approach (Wang et al., 2006), This refers to the use of a

multi-attribute utility function (MAUT) by constructing a

mapping of performance in each attribute to the overall utility

value of each scheme, and then ranking the utility values of each

scheme to determine the priorities for each alternative scheme.

In the previous decision methods, attribute weights reflect

the degree of difference between attributes and the importance of

the attributes to the decision maker. However, the proposed

method only needs to learn the expert’s decision pattern by

learning the scoring values under each attribute of the alternative

excavation scheme in previous projects and the utility values

calibrated with the actual project, without the direct calculation

of each attribute weight coefficient.

Support vector machine is a powerful machine learning

algorithm, which is based on decision boundary theory and

replicates the mapping relationship between samples and

labels. As one of supervised learning models, there are two

phases in SVM regression process: learning phase and

regression phase. In the learning phase, input training dataset

is used to train the SVM model, in which a decision boundary is

formed from an optimum separating hyperplane that best fits all

data samples. Data samples that lie on the decision boundary are

namely Support Vectors (SVs), which are defined in the learning

phase and are then used for the regression tasks.

The following paper focuses on its combination with multi-

attribute utility functions (MAUT) and briefly describes how this

SVM-MAUT method can be used in case applications for

alternative evaluation. The flow of SVM-MAUT model can be

shown as Figures 7, 8, Tables 5, 6 show.

For the scheme evaluation and selection summarized in the

existing works, the scores of each attribute indicator are

standardized by a decimal system, and the indicators that need

to be scored by experts are assigned a decimal system following a

linguist terms table. The continuous-valued indicators from tests

or simulations are decimalized on a uniform scale; the final utility

is specified as a continuous decimal between 0 and 1; this

transformation and quantification criterion is common to all

training, validation, and test set data.

In the process of previous scheme selection, especially in the

description of the plastic zone, most of the literature did not use

detailed data to express, but used vague linguist descriptions such

as “large” and “small” to describe, for such subjective factors that

lead to the uncertainty of the indicators, it is necessary to introduce

the linguist terms table (Table 3) that can maintain the accuracy

and is compatible with the system to correct it; for cases where too

much natural linguist scales is used to describe the indicator, it

cannot be used as learning samples due to the model requirement

of accuracy and robustness.

The main advantages of this method are as follows:

1) It is not necessary to know which schemes were chosen by the

experts in which comparison tasks; only the combination of

attribute values and total utility values of a certain scale can be

learned to capture the expert’s decision pattern and generate

memory of the expert’s decision orientation with the

corresponding pattern.

2) This method bypasses the previous problems of converting

qualitative concepts to quantitative representations (i.e., the

affiliation function problem) or unifying the scales in the

process of fusing continuous and discrete values.
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3) The attributes corresponding to the project set and the

evaluation index system can theoretically be expanded

without restriction within the acceptable range of

computational expense, and the size of the consistency

matrix of AHP, for example, is limited to 15, which cannot

meet the requirements of scheme evaluation when the type of

indicator is beyond 15.

Case application and discussion

In this study, the excavation scheme selection for a shallow

buried subway tunnel under the existing highway at Xiamaixi

Station of Guiyang Metro Line No. 1 was considered as an

engineering case (Song et al., 2019). The total length of the

tunnel is 528 m, and the line is designed as a single two-lane

structure, with a total of 110 m of tunnel under the highway

embankment and culvert exit.

The geological conditions of the shallow buried tunnel under the

highway are poor, and the geotechnical investigation report shows

that the geological components of the underpass section are mainly

shale and the quaternary soil layer, the rock fragmentation degree

belongs to grade V surrounding rock, the highway road surface is

23 m from the vault of the underpass tunnel, and the highway

should be used during tunnel construction. Therefore, the tunnel

section in this case is a classic shallow buried tunnel with various

challenges in terms of engineering stability. The combination of

vault settlement, free displacement of the spandrel, side wall, and

arch foot, vertical displacement of the soffit, plastic zone ratio, and

maximum stress of the initial support were selected as the stability

factor part of the index system to evaluate the alternative excavation

schemes in this case. The alternative excavation schemes included

the up and down bench method (A1), center diagram (CD) method

(A2), center cross diagram (CRD) method (A3), and both-side drift

method (A4).

Using the 3D finite element calculation models built on

MidasGTS/NX, the optimal excavation scheme was obtained by

simulating four different excavation schemes considering the three-

dimensional effect during the tunnel excavation process and

comparing the indicators of displacement field changes and stress

conditions under different excavation schemes. In view of the

complexity of the geological conditions, the model was simplified

by treating both the tunnel envelope and soil as anisotropic, and the

yield criterion was adopted from theMohr-Column criterion. In the

actual construction, the anchor rods were made of steel, and the

initial support and secondary liningweremainly reinforced arch and

concrete; therefore, their yield criterion was linear elasticity, and the

2D unit simulation was used. The equivalent modulus of elasticity of

the initial support was calculated using the aforementioned

discounting strategy and simulation method.

To avoid the aforementioned three-dimensional effects, the

middle section of the tunnel (X = 85.5 m) was selected for the

analysis and comparison.

In the Midas simulation, the steps of the bench method were

as follows: the upper bench was constructed first; the length of the

upper bench was 20 m per cycle; the lower bench was

constructed; and the distance between the upper and lower

steps was 20 m. The construction steps of the CD method

were as follows: excavating the left side of the tunnel first,

then excavating the right side of the tunnel; the CRD method

construction steps were as follows: the left side of the tunnel

section and the right side of the tunnel were excavated

alternately; both side wall drifts method was similar to the CD

method; the steps were as follows: first, the left side of the tunnel

was excavated, the intermediate core soil was preserved during

this period, and then the middle section of the tunnel was

excavated. Except for the bench method, each cycle advance

was 3 m in length for all three remaining schemes. The results of

the simulation are as follows:

Considering that previous cases of excavation scheme

evaluation and selection were carried out without bills of

quantities, the non-stability factors of the evaluation index

system consisted of the reference value of total emissions and

steel consumption in previous cases, and the total emissions and

consumption of concrete and steel in the current method judged

by experts.

According to the reference comparison table based on the

bill of quantities of the existing works, there are obvious

differences between bench methods and side drift methods

(CD, CRD, and both-side wall drift wall method) in mean

values of carbon emissions, while the more detailed gap

between the three alternative schemes has not been

presented due to the limitation of statistical results;

therefore, we scored all the three methods in the side drift

method series in values of 10 in the comparison sorting

process, while the values of the bench method have been

scored as 5.65 after decimal normalization; the scores of

the four schemes in U8 were determined. The reference

values of concrete consumption in the cases mentioned

above are more explicated, and the corresponding table

offers specific values for each scheme. According to the

decimal normalization process, the values of U9 in the four

schemes can be scored as 2.30, 10, 4.20, and 6.62.

The expert scoring indicators are U10, U11 and U12, in which

the experts involved in the project thought that the emission gap

between the CD and CRD excavation scheme would not be the

same as the regular logic shown in previous cases: the tunnel

length in this case is too short to be measured by the linear meter,

while the steel kits used to support the medium section of the

vault should be preproduced, and the indirect emission caused by

them is higher than the total emission of used concrete and steels

in the CRD excavation scheme; therefore, the values of expert

scoring for total emissions in the four schemes are different from

the distribution of previous reference results. When it comes to

the consumption of concrete and steel, experts held the same

opinion with previous cases, the both side drift method would
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cost the most materials in the same condition, so, this scheme

obtained the highest values in both indicators (U11 and U12), all

the scores can be shown in Table 7.

Evaluating by proposed SVM-MAUT

As Figure 9 shows, there are 12 types of indicators in the

evaluation index system designed to evaluate this case, based

on which learning samples have been constructed (Zhang,

2012; Mou et al., 2017), and all the samples should contain

complete information for each indicator. In other words, the

missing value should not appear in this process because of the

sensitivity to missing values in support vector machine

algorithm, which is a difficult line for the determination of

learning samples. To address this requirement, some

supplementary numerical simulations were executed, and

the description of the plastic zone was translated

according to the proposed linguistic terms. All

utility scores were determined by experts. The samples are

as follows:

In this study, five regression models (i.e., kernel functions)

used in the support vector process were considered, and the

model with the best performance (RMSE validation) was

determined as the final regression model used in subsequent

studies. The performance measurements for each regression

model are as Table 7 shows.

The SVM with the cubic kernel function was determined

because of its idealist performance in RMSE. Then, by inputting

all the normalized data for indicators of the four alternative

schemes to the pretraining model, the utility ranking scores can

be calculated as Table 8 shows:

It is easy to observe that the CRDmethod has the highest score,

which indicates that the CRD method is the optimal solution for

carbon emission control under the premise of maintaining safety

stability, while the bench method cannot be the optimal solution

because it cannot provide sufficient capacity to maintain stability;

however, the both-side wall drift method has the lowest score after

fully considering the carbon emission factor, which indicates that

the scoring model effectively integrates the elements based on the

existing engineering samples and expert experience, and effectively

realizes the concept of safety factors as the dominant factor

proposed in this paper.

Evaluating by TOPSIS

The basic process of TOPSIS is to first normalize the original

data matrix to obtain the normalized matrix to eliminate the

influence of each index scale, and find the optimal solution and

the worst solution among the finite solutions, and then calculate

the distance between each evaluation object and the optimal

solution and the worst solution respectively to obtain the relative

proximity between each evaluation object and the optimal

solution, which is used as the basis for evaluating whether the

solution is ideal or not.

Previous indicator combination (U1–U12) and alternative

scheme set (A1–A4) were still used, while the learning samples

were not be used in TOPSIS, it is obvious that all the indicators

are cost index, so the input data needs to be transformed by the

transformation equation before normalization:

x~i � max − xi (13)

Normalization process follows equations as below:

zij �
x~ij������∑4
i�1x

~2
ij

√ (14)

Obviously, the normalized matrix Z is with size of 12×4,

definitions of idealist objects Z+ and worst objects Z− follow

below equations:

Z+ � (Z1+,Z2+, . . . ,Z12+)
� (max {z11, . . . , z14}, . . . , max {z12,1, . . . , z12,4}) (15)

Z− � (Z1−,Z2−, . . . ,Z12−)
� (min {z11, . . . , z14}, . . . , min {z12,1, . . . , z12,4}) (16)

The distances between each object (each scheme in this case)

and idealist or worst objects can be determined as follows:

D+
i �

�����������∑12
j�1
(Z+j − zij)2√√

(17)

D−
i �

�����������∑12
j�1
(Z−j − zij)2√√

(18)

The score of objects (schemes) can be defined as follows:

Si � D−
i

D+
i + D−

i

(19)

Corresponding indicator samples have been selected from

Tables 3, 8. The scores of 4 alternative schemes are: 0.3248 (A1),

0.2990 (A2), 0.2592 (A3), 0.1171 (A4), the benchmethod has been

obtained the highest scores, which is a serious violation of the

principle of selecting schemes with safety as the dominant

consideration, because in the numerical simulation, the bench

method has the highest value of each displacement. It is obviously

that original TOPSIS method cannot offer reasonable scoring

results for the alternative schemes in this case.

Conclusion

This paper attempts to combine several theoretical

approaches with realistic scenarios, discusses the association
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between indicators that can be directly observed, and indicators

such as mechanical laws that cannot be directly observed. Finally,

we summarize and select several collections of evaluation

indicators with different orientations based on priority

ranking, which provide widely applicable and clear guidance

for the selection of stability criteria in excavation scheme

evaluation.

For the scheme selection process using numerical simulation

analysis as the main data source, this study points out a detailed

requirement for the specific orientation of the measurement items

and the distribution of measurement points based on relevant

theories. For the calculation model using the simplified yield

criterion (i.e., the constitutive models without considering the

weakening of material properties), the mechanical parameters

based on the distribution law of the plastic zone should be

discounted and corrected under the premise of accuracy

requirements, so as to avoid the error of comparison results

caused by the over-simplification of the model. At the same time,

it is clearly pointed out that the plastic zone also measures the degree

of excavation disturbance of the current excavation method.

Based on the premise of stability indicators, this study also

proposes a corresponding method for measuring and evaluating

the degree of carbon emissions of different excavation schemes.

In view of the objective reality that the engineering inventory is

generally lacking in the feasibility evaluation stage, this study

takes the carbon emission calculation boundary guided by the life

cycle theory as the guide, fully considers and uses a combination

of previous engineering data and expert experience, and uses the

advantages of each to eliminate the uncertainty of other methods.

Thus, the credibility of the results of considering the carbon

emission difference of different schemes is further enhanced.

In addition, this paper critically discusses the traditional

methods of comprehensive evaluation and ranking based on

weight coefficients and points out the problems of cumbersome

procedures and large workloads in the calculation of weight

coefficients in this series of methods. The scoring method is

called the support vector machine-multi attribute utility function

method, which combines the measured data, expert scores,

simulation results, and previous engineering data in the same

computational model and greatly improves the executability of

the multi-attribute evaluation by using the superiority of

machine learning algorithms in pattern capturing and pattern

reproduction. The optimal scheme ranking in the selected case

was calculated after integrating the new objectives, achieving

effective unification of carbon emission control and construction

safety requirements in the scheme selection.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed

evaluation method, the paper combines the selected

engineering cases and compares it with the TOPSIS method at

the end, and the comparison results show that the proposed

evaluation method is more reliable than the ranking results

calculated by the TOPSIS method.
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